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SUMMARY
In this paper, human viscosity perception in haptic teleoperation systems is thoroughly analyzed.
An accurate perception of viscoelastic environmental properties such as viscosity is a critical ability
in several contexts, such as telesurgery, telerehabilitation, telemedicine, and soft-tissue interaction.
We study and compare the ability to perceive viscosity from the standpoint of detection and
discrimination using several relevant control methods for the teleoperator. The perception-based
method, which was proposed by the authors to enhance the operator’s kinesthetic perception, is
compared with the conventional transparency-based control method for the teleoperation system.
The fidelity-based method, which is a primary method among perception-centered control schemes
in teleoperation, is also studied. We also examine the necessity and impact of the remote-site
force information for each of the methods. The comparison is based on a series of psychophysical
experiments measuring absolute threshold and just noticeable difference for all conditions. The
results clearly show that the perception-based method enhances both detection and discrimination
abilities compare with other control methods. The results further show that the fidelity-based method
confers a better discrimination ability than the transparency-based method, although this is not true
with respect to detection ability. In addition, we show that force information improves viscosity
detection for all control methods, as predicted from previous theoretical analysis, but improves the
discrimination threshold only for the perception-based method.

KEYWORDS: Haptic controller; Telemedicine; Teleoperation; Viscosity perception; Psychophysical
evaluation.

1. Introduction
In many biomedical applications such as cell manipulation, (tele) surgery, (tele) rehabilitation, and
telemedicine, the sense of touch (i.e., haptics) has a crucial role to play in skilled actions.1 Haptic
feedback, especially in surgical applications, provides sensation to numerous surgical procedures for
better performance in task completion time, tissue damage, and straightness of suturing. Note also that
the (micro) surgical applications, in particular ophthalmology, otology, micro-vascular surgery, and
urology, which require tasks and skills like precise positioning, making incisions, micro-dissections,
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and suturing small vessels, require precise detection and discrimination (i.e., perception) abilities in
terms of force feedback for effective performance, and are also important for reducing injury and
trauma.2, 3 The role of force feedback becomes more important with a limited visual feedback.4

The kinesthetic perception of human not only relies on processing information regarding the forces
generated by muscles and the associated movements of limbs, but also uses this information to derive
cues about other mechanical impedance variables such as stiffness, viscosity, and inertia.5 It has
been reported that there is a loss in perceptual sensitivity when force and displacement, velocity,
and acceleration cues are combined to perceive the stiffness, viscosity, and inertia, respectively.
The perceptual sensitivity for the impedance variables is considerably lower than the perceptual
sensitivity measured for limb movement, position, and force.5, 6 Many researchers have focused
on identifying human stiffness perception on environments because basically human perceive the
environment kinesthetically via its stiffness (force and displacement-dependent term). Viscosity
(force and velocity-dependent term), however, is also just as important as stiffness perception,
especially in manipulations of viscoelastic soft tissues and in surgical procedures involving a partially
liquid environment.7, 8 Better viscosity perception, in addition to stiffness perception, therefore,
becomes critical to increase surgeon’s performance in surgical procedures. Note that a velocity-
dependent viscosity parameter also strongly influences humans’ perception of an environmental
roughness.9

In the past few decades, a variety of teleoperation systems have been designed to allow human
operators to manipulate remote environments and perform tasks from a remote site.10 In a typical
teleoperation scenario, the human operator handles a mechanical device (called haptic device or
master) to drive a manipulator (called the slave), which is distantly located. The master can provide
haptic feedback to the operator in order to increase the overall control task performance.11 The
conventional control objective of a haptic teleoperation system is known as transparency, i.e., the
environment impedance should be equal to the transmitted impedance to the operator for perfect
transparency.12 From this perspective, the transparency-optimized control method was introduced
and analyzed in refs. [12, 13], which is aimed to achieve the perfect transparency based on their
performance and stability robustness.

Recently, some researchers have focused on human operator’s perception of environment as a
control objective instead of transparency14–19 for tasks such as telesurgery, which require interaction
with soft tissues. One of the main research motivations and backgrounds of these perception-
centered teleoperation research is a significant increase of interest in biomedical applications of
haptic teleoperation, e.g., a big commercial success of the da Vinci surgical system (Intuitive Surgical
Inc., Mountain View, California) and the automatic cell manipulation system.20 Several perception-
centered approaches, therefore, were proposed based on this control philosophy. Çavusoglu et al.14

first proposed a new control objective, fidelity, to improve the operator’s perception of soft
environments using their psychophysical experiment results presented in refs. [21, 22]. They
defined fidelity as the sensitivity of the impedance transmitted to the operator to changes in remote
environment impedance. And then a fidelity-optimized control method was proposed, where control
parameters are optimized to maximize a metric for the fidelity while maintaining system stability.

A similar concept was proposed by Gersem et al.15 to enhance the stiffness perception of the
operator in soft-tissue telemanipulation. A scaling approach (between the position and force of the
master and the slave) was proposed in refs. [16, 17] to increase stiffness and force discrimination,
respectively. Malysz and Sirouspour used nonlinear and filtered force/position scaling and validated
the proposed method in experiments using sponge instead of soft tissue.16 Botturi et al. proposed
a variable force scaling that depends on the position of the slave manipulator and validated it
in psychophysical experiments.17 While previous research focused solely on the enhancement of
discrimination, Son et al. proposed a kinesthetic perception-optimized control method that can
enhance both detection and discrimination ability based on the work of Çavusoglu et al.18 They
experimentally evaluated the proposed method using phantom soft tissues and psychophysical tests
by comparing with the Çavusoglu et al. method and the Malysz and Sirouspour method, and the
transparency-optimized approach in refs. [18, 23], respectively. Recently, the perception-centered
approach has been explored in the teleoperation of multiple mobile robots.24

Previous perception-centered methods,15–17 however, only focused on the enhancement of
environmental stiffness perception by teleoperator. Otherwise, whenever all mechanical impedances
were considered in an environmental model, including stiffness, viscosity, and inertia, the proposed
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Fig. 1. (Colour online) Schematic of the generalized four-channel control architecture for haptic teleoperation
systems.

methods were evaluated only by simulations in ref. [14] or stiffness perception experiments (with a
constant viscosity) in refs. [18, 23].

1.1. Objective and organization
In this paper, we will compare and analyze the teleoperator’s viscosity perception ability on
viscoelastic soft environment, which is affected by teleoperation control methods. The viscosity
perception ability of the control method proposed by the authors18 (hereafter the perception-
based method) will be compared with the conventional approach in refs. [12, 13] (hereafter the
transparency-based method) and the primary perception-centered approach proposed by Çavusoglu
et al.14 (hereafter the fidelity-based method). Our comparison is conducted from the standpoints of
detection and discrimination. Scaling approaches in refs. [16, 17] were not considered in this work,
because we focus on haptic teleoperation systems, one-to-one matching of the dimensions of the
human operator and the remote environment.

In teleoperations, additionally, there are several control architectures, which are classified
according to the information used on the master and the slave side. Basically, two kinds of signals
are available on both sides: position and force. If the position signal is used on both the master and
slave sides, the architecture is called the position–position (PP) control architecture. In contrast, the
force–position (FP) control architecture uses position information only on the master side, while force
information is used on the slave side. It is known that FP controllers usually provide a better perception
of environments than PP controllers.14, 18 In some applications such as telesurgery, however, the force
information is not usually available for practical reasons such as space limitations and safety as well
as low cost.25 In this paper, therefore, both the PP and FP control architectures are also evaluated for
each teleoperation control method.

In this study, we designed two psychophysical experiments to evaluate and compare the perception
performance of three types of control methods and two types of control architectures mutually:
transparency-based, fidelity-based, and perception-based PP and FP controllers. Detection ability for
viscosity was tested by measuring the absolute threshold (AL). The just noticeable difference (JND)
was determined to compare the viscosity discrimination ability of each controller.26 Experimental
results will show which haptic teleoperation control method has best and worst performance among
PP and FP controllers in the ability to detect and discriminate viscosity. We also analyzed if the
force information of the slave manipulator contributes to better performance in viscosity perception
as theoretically predicted from previous studies.14, 18

The structure of this paper is as follows. First, three control methods and two control architectures
are briefly reviewed. Following this, psychophysical experiment methods, including haptic controller
design and procedure of the psychophysical experiments, are presented in Section 3. In Section 4,
experimental results of the detection and discrimination experiments are presented, with a statistical
analysis of those results. Finally, this paper concludes with general discussions and concluding
remark.

2. Haptic Controller Design
The generalized four-channel (4C) control architecture of the haptic teleoperation system is presented
in Fig. 1. The haptic teleoperation system shown in Fig. 1 consists of the master, the slave, and a
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haptic controller. There are four feed-forward controllers in the haptic controller: Cm,pos and Cs,pos

are the two position controllers, while Cm,force and Cs,force are the two force controllers controlling
the information flow between the master and the slave, respectively. Additionally, there are the local
position controllers of the master and slave robots, which are Cm,local and Cs,local, respectively. Finally,
the control inputs to the master and slave, τm and τs , respectively, are determined as a function of the
haptic controller and the local controller.

Note that, generally, a proportional-derivative (PD) controller is implemented for the position
controllers of the haptic controller and the local position controllers because, in practice, acceleration
signals are too noisy, as a form of Ci = KDs + KP , where KD, KP ∈ �3×3 are the positive definite
and symmetric derivative and proportional gain matrices, while a symmetric scalar gain matrix
Kf ∈ �3×3 is defined for Cm,force and Cs,force. In this paper, a design of the haptic controller (i.e., a
design of Cm,pos, Cm,force, Cs,pos, and Cs,force) is referred to as the control method while a selection of
the information channels in the haptic controller (i.e., a selection among Cm,pos, Cm,force, Cs,pos, and
Cs,force) is referred to as control architecture.

2.1. Control methods
We selected three most relevant control methods: the transparency-based method,12, 13 which is a
conventional controller in bilateral teleoperation; the fidelity-based method,14 which is the primary
method among perception-centered approaches in teleoperation; the perception-based method,18

which was proposed by the authors to enhance the performance of the fidelity-based method. Hereafter,
we briefly review these control methods and refer the reader to refs. [12–14, 18] for further details.

2.1.1. Transparency-based method. The transparency is defined as Zto = Ze, where Zto and Ze

represent the transmitted impedance to the operator and the impedance of remote environment,
respectively. If a time delay between the master and the slave is negligible, we can achieve perfect
transparency using

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

Cm,pos = Zs + Cs,local

Cm,force = 1
Cs,pos = −Zm − Cm,local

Cs,force = 1,

(1)

known as the transparency-optimized control law, where Zm and Zs are the master and slave
impedances, respectively.

2.1.2. Fidelity-based method. The haptic controller (i.e., Cm,pos, Cm,force, Cs,pos, and Cs,force) is
optimized by solving a multi-objective constrained optimization problem aimed at maximizing the
performance index in (2) of the control objective while guaranteeing stability conditions:

Pfidelity :=
∥∥∥∥Wperception

�Zto

�Ze

∥∥∥∥
2

, (2)

where Wperception is a low-pass filter. Pfidelity measures the sensitivity of the transmitted impedance to
changes in the environmental impedance, incorporating human perceptual capabilities.

2.1.3. Perception-based method. Similar to the fidelity-based method, the haptic controller is designed
by maximizing the performance index for kinesthetic perception in (3):

Pperception :=
(

1 − 1
1+Mdet

) (
1 − 1

1+Mdis

)

where

⎧⎨
⎩

Mdet =
∥∥∥Wperception

Zto

Ze

∥∥∥
2

Mdis =
∥∥∥Wperception

�Zto/Zto

�Ze/Ze

∥∥∥
2
.

(3)

Pperception measures, unlike with Pfidelity, both the ratio of the transmitted impedance to the
environmental impedance and the sensitivity of the relative change of the transmitted impedance
to relative changes in the environmental impedance via Mdet and Mdis, which are defined based on
AL and JND concepts, respectively.
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Fig. 2. (Colour online) Schematic of two two-channel control architectures for haptic teleoperation systems.
Human operator manipulates a slave located at a remote site by driving a haptic device. The operator perceives
the viscosity of an environment through position/force feedback. (a) Position–position control architecture.
Position signals are transmitted from/to the haptic device to/from the slave manipulator. (b) Force–position
control architecture. Force and position information are transmitted from the slave manipulator to the haptic
device and from the haptic device to the slave manipulator, respectively.

Note that the aforementioned optimization problems to maximize Pfidelity and Pperception are non-
convex in nature and so the convergence to the global optimum is not guaranteed. However, proper
selection of models and criteria and a varied range of model parameters with repetitive simulations
can make the local optimum very close to the global optimum, and the results so obtained can be
satisfactory for our cases.14, 18

2.2. Control architectures
Generally, the force information from the master is unavailable to maintain high performance (e.g.,
low inertia) of the haptic device and keep a low cost. From this practical perspective, we evaluated
two-channel control architectures: the PP and FP control architectures, as illustrated in Figs. 2(a) and
(b), respectively.

Both architectures implement two position controllers for the position of the haptic device (Cm,local)
and the slave manipulator (Cs,local). The feed-forward position controller of the master (Cm,pos) sends
the position command to the environment site in both the PP and FP controllers. In the PP architecture,
the position controller of the slave (Cs,pos) feeds back the position of the slave, while in the FP
architecture the feed-forward force controller (Cs,force) sends back the interacting force between the
slave and the environment. For more details on control architectures of teleoperation systems refer to
ref. [13].

2.3. Force feedback mechanism
The interacting force with the environment, fs ∈ �3 is calculated as

fs = −Beẋs − Kexs, (4)

where Be ∈ �3×3 and Ke ∈ �3×3 are the viscosity and the stiffness metrics of the environment,
respectively, and ẋs ∈ �3 and xs ∈ �3 are the velocity and position of the slave manipulator,
respectively. A minus sign in the force means that the force’s direction is against the operator.
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An impedance-type control is implemented for the input to the slave as

τs = Cm,posẋm − Cs,localẋs − fs (5)

using (4), where ẋm ∈ �3 is the velocity of the master. The force fed back to the operator is determined
as follows:

f PP
m =

(
ZcmZcs + Cm,posCs,pos

)
ẋm − Cs,posfs

Zcs

(6)

for the PP architecture and

f FP
m = Zcmẋm + fs (7)

for the FP architecture, where Zcm = Zm + Cm,local and Zcs = Zs + Cs,local. Finally, the control input
to the master, τm, is calculated as

τPP
m = −Cm,localẋm + Cs,posẋs + f PP

m (8)

and

τFP
m = −Cm,localẋm − Cs,forcefs + f FP

m (9)

to produce the force defined in (6) and (7) for the PP and FP control architectures, respectively. The
force feedback schemes are also explained in detail in ref. [13, 18].

2.4. Preliminary study using frequency domain analysis
As a preliminary study, a Bode plot analysis was performed for the functional analysis (in frequency
domain) of the effects of the control methods and architectures on the teleoperator’s perceptual
ability. Bode plots of one of participants during the discrimination experiment with the reference
environment, Ze = 10s + 1, using the PP and FP control architectures are shown in Figs. 3(a) and
(b), respectively.

It is noticeable that the perception-based method showed a more similar profile of magnitude
than the other methods, so that the teleoperator can perceive environments more exactly using the
perception-based method. As known from previous studies,13, 14, 18, 23 the FP control architecture
showed better impedance matching with the environment impedance than the PP control architecture
for all control methods. The perception-based method, interestingly, transmitted higher and lower
magnitude impedance with the PP and FP control architectures than the other methods, respectively.
This means that higher force feedback does not guarantee better perception; therefore, just increasing
control parameters (e.g., KD , KP , and Kf in this study) to increase the force feedback does not suffice
to increase the teleoperator’s perception.

Although the frequency domain analysis using the Bode plot is very helpful in seeing fundamental
characteristics of the control methods and architectures, this analysis is not enough to evaluate the
haptic teleoperation controllers well. The main reason is that the human’s sensory-perceptual system
cannot be characterized using several plots because human, generally, perceive environments via a
series of information in a spatial and temporal domain. Moreover, it is very difficult to quantitatively
evaluate a proposed control method and compare its performance with other methods using this
analysis. Therefore, psychophysical experiments were conducted to evaluate the control methods and
architectures from human perspective.

3. Methods

3.1. Participants
Ten healthy subjects (age range: 22–30 years; 9 males) with different backgrounds participated in the
experiments. All subjects were right-handed by self-report and had normal or corrected to normal
vision. Six of the subjects had a technical background but no knowledge of haptics and psychophysics,
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Fig. 3. (Colour online) Bode plot of environment impedance and transmitted impedances to operator using the
transparency-based, fidelity-based, and perception-based methods. The force–position (FP) control architecture
shows higher magnitude and better impedance matching with the environment impedance than the position–
position (PP) control architecture. (a) Using the PP control architecture, the perception-based method transmits
higher magnitude of impedance than the other methods. (b) Using the FP control architecture, the perception-
based method transmits better matched impedance with the environment impedance than the other methods.

Fig. 4. (Colour online) Experimental setup for viscosity perception. The subject performs the experiment using
the PHANToM haptic device with virtual environments using the index finger.

while the others were familiar with haptics. All participants gave informed consent prior to the study
according to the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki.

3.2. Apparatus
Two kinds of experiments were conducted. One of them is the test of viscosity detection ability,
while the other is the test of viscosity discrimination ability. The experimental setup is shown in
Fig. 4. The human subject manipulates a PHANToM Premium 1.0 haptic device through a thimble-
gimble interface using his or her index finger tip. The slave is implemented as a virtual manipulator
which moves within a virtual environment. The teleoperation setup is implemented using Visual
C++. Graphical user interfaces (GUIs) were made to test detection and discrimination ability while
interacting with the virtual viscous environment as shown in Figs. 5(a) and (b). Without loss of general
applicability, the experiments were implemented using virtual viscoelastic environments instead of
real (physical) environments due to the large number of environments with varied viscosities needed
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Fig. 5. (Colour online) Graphical user interfaces (GUIs) for the experiment. The subject responds whether he
or she can detect and discriminate viscosity of virtual objects by pushing the appropriate response buttons.
(a) GUI for the viscosity detection test. (b) GUI for the viscosity discrimination test.

to effectively perform the psychophysical experiments to find human operator’s viscosity detection
and discrimination thresholds.

The haptic update rate was fixed at 1 kHz for the PHANToM haptic device in order to achieve
high-fidelity haptic feedback. Numerical differentiation of the position measured by the encoders
of the haptic device was used to determine velocity. A second-order low-pass filter with a cut-off
frequency of 40 Hz21 was designed to filter the noise in the numerical differentiation. Similarly, the
velocity of the slave is also calculated for (4).

One virtual environment was used for the detection test and the subjects were asked to indicate
whether they could detect the viscosity of the environment or not, as shown in Fig. 5(a). For the
discrimination test, however, there were two virtual environments, and the subjects were asked to
discriminate between these two environments, relying on the haptic information that was fed back
to them. The experiments used a within-subject design27 (i.e., same subjects were participated all
experiments) for cost efficiency and uniformity.

3.3. Haptic controller
In order to mutually compare methods, the experimental procedure requires the design of haptic
teleoperation controllers for the transparency-based, the fidelity-based, and the perception-based
methods. Initially, two local position controllers, Cm,local and Cs,local, were designed based on the
dynamics of the haptic device and the slave manipulator. Then the haptic controllers were designed
on the basis of Cm,local and Cs,local, by following the transparency-optimized control law and system
stability.12, 13

In this study, the master impedance is mathematically expressed as Zm = 0.072s2, which is
similar to that of the PHANToM, while the slave manipulator is modeled as a PHANToM with
a small surgical tool (300 g) whose impedance is given by Zs = 0.372s2.28 The PD controller is
implemented for all position controllers as explained in Section 2. Therefore, the design of the haptic
controller is based on optimization of control parameters (i.e., KD , KP , and Kf ) to maximize the
performance (i.e., the transparency, the fidelity, and the perception). A steepest-descent algorithm29

was used to optimize the controllers. The programming language C++ was chosen for a more
effective computation of the optimization algorithm and was interfaced with MATLAB, using the
function fmincon for optimization. A teleoperation simulator was made in VC++, which was also
used to program a user-friendly interface to perform the simulations with varied conditions and model
parameters.

For the transparency-based controllers, first, the initial values of the master and slave local position
controllers were chosen according to Zm, Zs , and the values proposed in ref. [13]. Those values
were then tuned by a grid search aimed at looking for all possible controller combinations offering
good slave/master position tracking and system stability. Initializing the optimization with those
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Table I. Summary of designed haptic controllers for the PP control architecture.

Control methods Cm,local Cs,local Cm,pos Cs,pos

Transparency-based 2.5s + 50 15s + 330 2.5s + 50 −2.5s − 50
Fidelity-based 2.5s + 50 60.37s + 69.63 60.37s + 69.63 −2.5s − 50

Perception-based 5s + 60.04 10.37s + 138.04 10.37s + 138.04 −5s − 60.04

Table II. Summary of designed haptic controllers for the FP control architecture.

Control methods Cm,local Cs,local Cm,pos Cs,force

Transparency-based 2.5s + 50 15s + 330 5s + 330 1
Fidelity-based 2.5s + 50 131.58s + 98.41 31.58s + 98.41 1

Perception-based 2.21s + 15.59 13.74s + 336.01 113.74s + 336.01 1

values, we obtained Cm,local = 2.5s + 50 and Cs,local = 15s + 330 (in the form of PD controller). The
haptic controllers were then selected on the basis of the transparency-optimized law as explained
in Section 2.2.1. The initial values of all the local position controllers for the fidelity-based and
perception-based methods were identical with the transparency-based controllers. These controllers
were optimized to maximize Pfidelity and Pperception defined in (2) and (3) for the fidelity-based and
perception-based methods, respectively, with the same low-pass filter for Wperception used for the
numerical differentiation. The haptic controllers were then chosen accordingly.

For both the fidelity and perception methods, the optimization problem applies the same stability
conditions presented in ref. [18] and derived using Llewellyn’s absolute stability criteria30 for the
mutual comparison. Finally, the designed haptic controllers based on the transparency-based, fidelity-
based, and perception-based methods with both the PP and FP control architectures are summarized
in Tables I and II.

3.4. Procedure
We designed a procedure to test human performance on the six possible controllers (three haptic
teleoperation control methods using PP and FP architectures) with regard to viscosity detection
(experiment 1) and discrimination (experiment 2) based on the most conventional psychophysical
method, the method of limits.26 Detection ability was tested by performing four trials (two cases ×
two series) for each controller, while discrimination ability was tested running 10 trials (five cases
× two series) for each controller. The cases differed from each other in terms of the intensity
of reference viscosity. The purpose of several cases was to encourage the participant to make
perceptual judgments, as opposed to submitting intelligent guesses. Each case was further divided
into ascending and descending series, as defined by the method of limits. The cases and series were
fully randomized, which minimized response bias. Thus, each participant was required to perform 24
trials (six controllers × four trials) on the experiment 1 and 60 trials (six controllers × ten trials) on
the experiment 2.

At the beginning of the experiment, the subjects were given a detailed tutorial and were provided
with a small training session to become familiarized with PHANToM.

3.4.1. Experiment 1—Test of viscosity detection. Here, the human subjects were asked to interact
with the virtual environment, which is referred to as the test model, and to respond if they could detect
the viscosity of the environment or not.

For the ascending series of each case, the starting viscosity of the test model (lower limit) was set
to 0 Ns/m and was hence undetectable for all subjects. After each trial the subject clicked the button
to indicate whether he or she was able to detect the current impedance of the test model, and after the
response the test model viscosity was increased by a fixed step size (0.05 or 0.10 Ns/m, respectively,
case 1 and 2). The trial ended when the viscosity reached the upper limit, which was defined as either
1 (case 1) or 2 Ns/m (case 2). For the descending series, the initial viscosity (upper limit) was far
beyond the detection threshold for humans, so the subjects felt the initial environment to be quite
viscous. In this study, the upper limit was set to 1 Ns/m, the same as with the ascending series. The
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viscosity of the test model was decreased by a fixed step size after each response, by either 0.05 or
0.10 Ns/m. The trial ended when the lower limit (0 Ns/m) was reached.

The points at which the response changed from I Cannot Detect to I Can Detect (for the ascending
series) or from I Can Detect to I Cannot Detect (for the descending series) were marked as transition
points.

3.4.2. Experiment 2—Test of viscosity discrimination. The test of discrimination ability made use of
two virtual environments: the test model and the reference model. Each subject was asked to respond
if he or she could discriminate between the viscosity of the test model and that of the reference model.
Every subject had to perform the experiments for five different cases in which the reference models
had five different environmental viscosities. The values of the reference model viscosity were chosen
uniformly such that Be = 5, 15, 25, 35, and 45 Ns/m.18, 24, 31 As with the test of detection, there were
two kinds of series for each of these reference models: the ascending series and the descending
series. The upper limits, lower limits, and step sizes were set to 160%, 40%, and 5% of the reference
viscosities for both series.

For the ascending series, the initial viscosity of the test model was much lower than that of the
reference model. After the participant submitted his response, the test model viscosity increased
while the reference model viscosity remained the same. This process went on until an upper limit
was reached. At some point in this process, the human response was expected to switch from less
viscous to equal. This point was marked as the lower limen (Ll). After more trials, the response was
expected to switch from equal to more viscous, and this point was marked as the upper limen (Lu).
The series was stopped when the upper limit was reached.

For the descending series, the initial viscosity of the test model was much higher than that of the
reference model. As the participant submitted his response, the test model viscosity was decreased
while the reference model viscosity was maintained. During the experimental procedure, the response
was first expected to switch from more viscous to equal and, subsequently, from equal to less viscous.
These response transition points were termed Lu and Ll , respectively. The series ended when the
lower limit was reached.

4. Experimental Results

4.1. Manipulation behavior of subjects
The manipulation behaviors of subjects, represented by the position and velocity of the haptic device,
and the transmitted force to the subjects, are summarized in Fig. 6. The manipulation behaviors
are classified into push and pull behaviors based on the velocity of the haptic device, i.e., positive
velocity represents the push behavior while negative velocity means the pull behavior. It shows that
all subjects used similar manipulation positions and velocities and were fed back similar force in
the experiments across the control methods but there is a significant difference in the manipulation
velocities as well as the transmitted forces across the control architectures.

The differences between the maxima and minima of the manipulation velocity among the tested
controllers did not affect the experimental results significantly, since the perceived viscosity also
depended on the transmitted force, which was proportional to the manipulation velocity as shown
in (4) but it would be strongly affected by the control methods and architectures as presented in
Section 2.3 (see (6)–(9)). The manipulation behaviors will be analyzed and discussed in detail in
Section 5.1.

4.2. Experiment 1—Test of viscosity detection
The experimental results are summarized in Fig. 7. There was a significant main effect of
the controller method but not architecture (F (2, 18) = 26.8, p < 0.001). In addition, there is a
statistically significant interaction (F (2, 18) = 24.5, p < 0.001). The detailed results are presented
in the following subsections.

4.2.1. Control method. Our comparison results support the following conclusions (see Table III).
Fidelity-based and perception-based controllers result in better detectability of viscosity than
transparency-based controllers, but only among PP controllers. Overall, a transparency PP-
based controller resulted poorest detection performance (mean: 1.0 ± 0.15 Ns/m). In contrast,
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Fig. 6. (Colour online) Manipulation behavior of the human operator of all subjects, represented as mean ±
standard deviation. Push and pull behaviors represent the manipulation of the haptic device with positive and
negative velocity (i.e., maneuver the device forward and against to environments), respectively. (a) Manipulation
positions, (b) manipulation velocities, and (c) transmitted forces.

Fig. 7. (Colour online) Summary of experimental results for the viscosity detection test. Error bars indicated
standard error of the population mean. The perception-based method shows the lowest absolute threshold in
both the PP and FP control architectures. The transparency-based method has worst detection ability among the
PP control architectures, while the fidelity-based method shows worst detection ability among the FP control
architectures.
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Table III. Quantitative evaluation of the detection ability test.

Control Statistical analysis

Enhancement
Common factor Comparison ratio R t(1, 9) p-value

Transparency-based vs. fidelity-based −96.3% 5.07 < 0.001
PP controller Transparency-based vs. perception-based −96.3% 5.07 < 0.001

Control Fidelity-based vs. perception-based 0.0% – –
architecture Transparency-based vs. fidelity-based 20.8% −3.43 < 0.01

FP controller Transparency-based vs. perception-based −13.8% 2.51 < 0.05
Fidelity-based vs. perception-based −28.7% 5.40 < 0.001

Control Transparency-based PP vs. FP −60.2% 3.68 < 0.01
method Fidelity-based PP vs. FP 1180.0% −8.20 < 0.001

Perception-based PP vs. FP 813.3% −5.36 < 0.001

fidelity-based (mean: 0.04 ± 0.01 Ns/m) and perception-based (mean: 0.04 ± 0.01 Ns/m) PP
controllers produced the best detection performance in our participants.

Among the PP controllers, the perception-based method produces a 96.3% enhancement in
detection ability compared with the transparency-based method (t(1, 9) = 5.07, p < 0.001). With
the FP controllers, the perception-based method produces a 13.8% enhancement (t(1, 9) = 2.51, p <

0.05) compared with the transparency-based method and a 28.7% enhancement (t(1, 9) = 5.40, p <

0.001) compared with the fidelity-based method.

4.2.2. Control architecture. In previous studies, the FP control architecture tended to result in better
detection than PP for the property of stiffness, independent of the chosen control method.18, 23

Our findings on viscosity detection agree with this, to some extent. The transparency-based FP
control architecture also shows a 60.2% enhancement in viscosity detection ability compared with
the transparency-based PP controller (t(1, 9) = 3.68, p < 0.01). However, it is also worth noting
that viscosity detection was actually better for the fidelity-based (t(1, 9) = 8.20, p < 0.001) and
perception-based methods (t(1, 9) = 5.36, p < 0.001) in the PP control architecture.

4.2.3. Discussion. Experimental results show that the perception-based control method is the most
consistent in yielding good viscosity detection, regardless of the control architecture. The fidelity-
based method does not guarantee an enhancement of viscosity detection. In fact, detection was
significantly inferior for fidelity-based methods with FP controllers, relative to the perception-based
method. Also, the enhancement of detection performance is lower when using the fidelity-based
method than using the perception-based method, relative to the transparency-based method.

The transparency-based method exploits two well-known facts. First, force information from the
slave side is helpful in improving force tracking.13 Second, slave force information increases stiffness
detection ability as well as force tracking.18, 23 While our findings show that force information
does result in better viscosity detection with a transparency-based method, a significantly better
performance can be achieved by providing position information, using fidelity-based and perception-
based methods instead.

It is important to note that this reported enhancement is sensitive to the initial values that were
chosen for the optimization of the controller.

4.3. Experiment 2—Test of viscosity discrimination
The same participants performed a follow-up experiment on viscosity discrimination. Discrimination
performance was measured in terms of JND, for which lower values indicated better discrimination.
The mean JNDs are summarized by Fig. 8 for the different controllers, across the different levels of
reference stimuli viscosity.

From this, it is worth noting that the perception-based FP controller resulted in the lowest JND,
while the transparency-based PP controller resulted in the highest JND. Our computed measures of
JND ranged from 9% to about 30%, which were comparable to those obtained in previous studies on
viscosity perception.6, 32
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Table IV. Quantitative evaluation of discrimination ability test.

Control Statistical analysis

Enhancement
Common factor Comparison ratio R t(1, 9) p-value

Transparency-based vs. fidelity-based −8.1% 0.89 > 0.05
PP controller Transparency-based vs. perception-based −34.0% 4.02 < 0.01

Control Fidelity-based vs. perception-based −28.1% 3.75 < 0.01
architecture Transparency-based vs. fidelity-based −17.5% 3.85 < 0.01

FP controller Transparency-based vs. perception-based −37.5% 5.44 < 0.001
Fidelity-based vs. perception-based −24.3% 3.36 < 0.01

Control Transparency-based PP vs. FP −16.3% 1.68 > 0.05
method Fidelity-based PP vs. FP −24.8% 3.23 < 0.05

Perception-based PP vs. FP −20.8% 3.40 < 0.01
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Fig. 8. (Colour online) Experimental results for the viscosity discrimination test in just noticeable difference
(JND) with various reference viscosity intensities, represented as mean ± standard error. The perception-based
method showed the lowest JND for all reference viscosity intensities in both the PP and FP control architectures.
(a) PP control architecture and (b) FP control architecture.
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Fig. 9. (Colour online) Summary of experimental results for the viscosity discrimination test. Error bars
indicated standard error of the population mean. The perception-based method showed a lower JND than the
transparency-based and fidelity-based methods in both PP and FP control architectures.

The results of our repeated measures ANOVA are summarized in Fig. 9 and Table IV. Our
analysis revealed statistically significant main effects for both factors of the control architecture
(F (1, 9) = 11.1, p < 0.01) and control method (F (1, 9) = 20.1, p < 0.001). Also, there was no
significant interaction between these two factors. Therefore, the pattern of results across the control
methods can be inferred to be similar for both control architectures.

4.3.1. Control method. Perception-based controllers consistently yielded the best discrimination
performance. In the case of the PP control architecture, the perception-based method shows
a discrimination ability enhancement of 34.0% compared with the transparency-based method
(t(1, 9) = 4.02, p < 0.01), and of 28.1% in comparison to the fidelity-based method (t(1, 9) =
3.75, p < 0.01). The same pattern of response is noted for the FP control architecture, the
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perception-based method shows a discrimination ability enhancement of 37.5% in comparison to the
transparency-based method (t(1, 9) = 5.44, p < 0.001), and of 24.3% compared with the fidelity-
based method (t(1, 9) = 3.36, p < 0.01).

Fidelity-based controllers yielded better discrimination than transparency-based controllers, but
this was statistically significant only with the FP control architecture. Fidelity-based controllers in the
PP control architecture showed a 8.1% enhancement of JND in comparison to the transparency-based
method (t(1, 9) = 0.89, p > 0.05). For FP control, the fidelity-based method also shows a 17.5%
enhancement of JND compared with the transparency-based method (t(1, 9) = 3.85, p < 0.01).

4.3.2. Control architecture. The FP control architecture consistently yields better discrimination in
our participants’ performance compared with the PP architecture. This finding is consistent with the
stiffness discrimination tests presented in refs. [18, 23]. More specifically, our planned comparisons
of FP control with PP control indicated that JND decreases by 20.8% (t(1, 9) = 3.40, p < 0.01) for
the perception-based method. However, JND decreases of the FP controller compared with the PP
controller are not significant for the transparency-based and fidelity-based methods, respectively. It is
interesting to note that even though the PP control architecture is optimized for the perception-based
method, a perception-based method appears to induce better discrimination performance for the FP
control architecture, which is tuned for the transparency-based and fidelity-based methods.

4.3.3. Discussion. Generally speaking, the following inferences can be made. FP controllers
facilitated better discrimination performance in our participants than PP controllers. In addition,
discrimination performance is best for controllers that were optimized for perception, relative to
those that were designed for fidelity and transparency instead. In turn, fidelity-based controllers
resulted in better discrimination performance than transparency-based controllers.

The results of the viscosity discrimination test in Experiment 2 agree with those reported by Son
et al.18, 23 on stiffness discrimination. Taken together, slave force information increases discrimination
performance for both stiffness and viscosity perception. This is especially so with the perception-based
method.

5. General Discussions

5.1. Manipulation behavior
There is no significant difference in manipulation positions (xm) across the control methods and
architectures, as shown in Fig. 6(a), which meant that the subject’s workspace during the experiments
was similar. In the manipulation velocities (ẋm) shown in Fig. 6(b), however, there was a significant
difference across the control architectures while significantly no difference across the control methods.
It is worth noting that, in general, humans move their hand faster when perceiving a less viscous
environment, as reported in ref. [6]. This natural behavior in humans was also observed in this study.
The subjects manipulated the haptic device faster with the PP control architecture than with the FP one
for all control methods. It is obvious that the main reason for this is that they have more difficulties in
perceiving test environments with the PP control architecture than the FP one, as found and analyzed
in Section 4. This manipulation behavior of subjects is consistent with the previous study.

It is very important to note that the transmitted forces (fm) using the PP control architecture were
not higher (actually, significantly lower) than the forces using the FP control architecture, as shown
in Fig. 6(c). However, ẋm, using the PP control architecture, were higher than the FP one; and the
interacting force (fs) to be transmitted to the subject is proportional to the velocity of the slave (ẋs),
which is a function of ẋm (see (4) and (5)). The main reason for this is that ẋs is also affected by the
haptic and local controllers (i.e., Cm,pos and Cs,local) as well as fs . Additionally, fm is determined not
only by fs and ẋm but also by several haptic and local controllers, as shown in (6) and (7). We can,
therefore, conclude that the control architecture **gave more contributions on the transmitted force
than the manipulation velocities.

5.2. Effects of the control method
The transparency-based method was proposed to match the transmitted impedance (especially,
viscosity in this study) to the operator (Zto) to be close with the environment impedance (Ze).
However, practically, it is impossible to achieve perfect transparency due to the nonlinearity of the
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system, disturbances, modeling errors, and a possible time delay between the master and the slave.
Even if, theoretically, we achieve perfect transparency using the transparency-based method, it is very
difficult to detect and discriminate environments precisely for a case in which two surrounding tissues
differ by distinguishable impedances as far as the magnitude is concerned while they individually
have very small impedances difficult to be detected (e.g., impedances falling out to human’s AL).

From this perspective, the fidelity-based method was proposed, which is a pioneer research
regarding the enhancement of the fidelity measure for a teleoperation system interacting with soft
tissues. However, while the fidelity-based method focuses on enhancing the fidelity, the focus of the
perception-based method is toward enhancing teleoperator’s perception capabilities, which is very
essential for an effective and successful teleoperation (especially, telesurgical) procedure. Therefore,
the enhancement of detection and discrimination abilities, using the fidelity-based method, is much
less than our perception-based method, as is evident from the experimental results. This is probably
because the fidelity-based method tried to increase only the fidelity, which measures the sensitivity
of the transmitted impedance to changes in the environmental impedance (�Zto

�Ze
, see (2)), and is

different from the concept of the JND. Unfortunately, this approach ignores a fundamental concept
in perceptual psychophysics. According to Weber’s law,26 the JND varies with the initial intensity of
impedance, a finding also shown in the current results and, therefore, it might be more appropriate
to use the perception measure, Pperception, which measures the sensitivity of the relative change of
the transmitted impedance to relative changes in the environment impedance (�Zto/Zto

�Ze/Ze
, see (3)) for

enhancing the discrimination ability or the JND.
In addition, the perception-based method helps to increase the detection ability (via Mdet in (3))

for an environment with very small impedance like that of microsurgical applications, as is evident
from the results. In Fig. 6(c), we can also see that, generally, the fidelity-based and perception-
based methods transmitted higher force than the transparency-based method, which can offer better
detection. However, it is difficult to analyze discrimination ability using Fig. 6 presented in time
domain, and we present a frequency domain analysis in Section 2.4.

5.3. Effects of force information from the slave manipulator
It is well known that force information from the slave side is helpful in improving force tracking;13

slave force information increases impedance perception ability as well as force tracking.23 Our
experimental results in Section 4 also exploited this fact. Manipulation behaviors shown in Fig. 6
are also worth seeing the contribution of the slave force information on higher force feedback, as
discussed in the previous subsection.

However, force sensors, which can measure the interaction force feeding back to the surgeon, are
difficult to use in surgical cases, mainly because they are mostly positioned outside the body due to
their large size, which can result in picking up unwanted friction forces and eventual distortion of
force information.25, 33, 34 A force sensor, if somehow placed inside, can also lead to potential issues
due to blood clotting and eventual insulation problems. Note that, recently, a compact and precise
force/torque sensors have actively been developed for telesurgical applications;35–38 however, these
are still not common in applications that generally use an industrial manipulator as the slave.

Note also that the PP control architecture shows more robustness in system stability than the FP
control architecture, while it shows worse performance.13 Therefore, the selection of a proper control
architecture among the PP and FP ones has to be made according to its applications by considering
the performance–stability tradeoff.

5.4. Limitations of control methods
In this study, the master and the slave were modeled using only inertia terms to optimize the
control methods. In practical cases, however, a general nonlinear dynamic model, including velocity-
dependent terms and position-dependent terms, needs to be considered to increase teleoperator’s
perception performance. One possible solution to this problem can be achieved by using appropriate
disturbance observers which can cancel the unmodeled terms and can give expected behavior with
the inertia terms only.

In addition, the fidelity-based and perception-based methods might not work adaptively with
sudden and significant changes in the environment impedance. Therefore, an adaptive control scheme
has to be added to the control methods, which would enhance both the detection and discrimination
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abilities for an environment with small impedance while enhancing only the discrimination ability
for hard and rigid environments. However, the focus of this paper is toward tele-microsurgical
or telesurgical cases dealing with soft tissue environments, where surgeons operate with carefully
controlled motions, and, in those cases, sudden significant changes in the environment impedance
might not occur.

It is also worth studying the detection and discrimination experiments presented here by using real
soft tissues and a slave manipulator (as in our previous study for stiffness perception18) to see and
analyze other possible factors on the performance of the perception-centered methods. This is left for
further study.

6. Conclusion
Viscosity detection and discrimination tests were performed to characterize the effect of control
methods and haptic information on viscosity perception in haptic teleoperation systems. Our
experiments using haptic teleoperation systems with the thimble-gimbal interface can be summarized
as follows:

� The perception-based teleoperation control method consistently enhanced both the detection and
discrimination performance of human operators, relative to the transparency-based and fidelity-
based methods, by decreasing the AL and the JND measures.

� The fidelity-based teleoperation control method generally enhanced detection and discrimination
performance, relative to the transparency method. However, this enhancement was not consistent.

� The slave manipulator’s force information contributed significantly to decrease the AL in the
viscosity detection test for all methods (transparency-based, fidelity-based, and perception-based).

� Force information from the slave manipulator helps to significantly increase the discrimination
ability of human operators when using the perception-based method, but is not helpful in the case
of the transparency-based and fidelity-based methods.

These current observations demonstrate how a psychophysical approach can enhance haptic
teleoperation system control for viscosity perception. In addition, the use of force information from
the slave manipulator increases viscosity discrimination ability, as would have been expected from
theoretical considerations.
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